Abstract-InfiniBand (IB) has become a popular network interconnect for high-performance computing (HPC) systems. Many of the large IB-based HPC systems use some variant of the fat-tree topology to take advantage of the useful properties fat-trees offer. The fat-tree routing algorithm is one of the most efficient deterministic routing algorithms for fat-tree topologies. The algorithm ensures that the number of routes assigned to each link are balanced across the fabric. However, one problem with its load-balancing technique is that it assumes uniform traffic distribution in the network. When routes towards nodes that mainly consume large amount of data are assigned to share links in the fabric while alternative links are underutilized, sub-optimal network throughput is obtained. Also, as the fat-tree algorithm routes nodes according to the indexing order, the performance may differ for two systems cabled in the exact same way.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The most recent Top 500 [1] supercomputer list reports that more than 44% of the top supercomputers in the world use InfiniBand (IB) [2] as their interconnect. Many of these systems employ a fat-tree topology [3] to take advantage of the useful properties fat-trees offer. These properties include full bisection-bandwidth and inherent fault-tolerance due to multiple routes availability [4] , [5] . Moreover, fat-trees are easy to build using commodity switches [6] .
Studies show that large improvements in bandwidth and latency can be achieved with optimized routing strategies [7] . The fat-tree routing algorithm, proposed by Zahavi et al. [8] , is one of the most popular routing algorithm for fattree topologies in IB networks, and is also implemented in the OFED 1 subnet manager, OpenSM. The fat-tree routing algorithm produces well-balanced linear forwarding tables (LFTs) for the IB switches to route various types of fat-trees, including k-ary-n-trees [4] with non-constant k, that allows for different arity switches at different levels in the fat-tree. In addition, the fat-tree routing algorithm also works for fattrees that are not fully populated, a feature useful when routing degraded fat-trees due to network faults. Later work extended the fat-tree routing algorithm for more generalized Real Life Fat-Trees [9] .
The fat-tree routing algorithm spreads routes across the links in a fat-tree by choosing the least-used port every time it assigns a new route to a link at a switch. The balancing technique used by fat-tree routing assumes uniform traffic distribution in the network. That is, the technique only balances the actual load across the links in the network if all nodes in the fat-tree have the same traffic characteristics. However, this is usually not the case with enterprise networks running high-performance computing (HPC) workloads. Some nodes in such networks have pre-assigned roles determining their traffic profiles. For example, storage nodes or I/O gateways in an HPC cluster are expected to receive a fair amount of the total network traffic and can be termed as network hot spots a priori. Hence, the links towards those nodes are more likely to be congested and need priority balancing to achieve optimal network throughput. Similarly, flows towards some critical nodes may also need high priority in the network. Even if no administrative knowledge about the nodes is available, traffic profiling can be used to infer hot spots. Also, as the fattree routing algorithm assigns links to the nodes in the order of indexing, which depends on the port number sequence on the leaf switches, different performance is possible for two fat-tree systems cabled in the same way.
Adaptive routing can be used for load-balancing, as described in [10] . Diego Lugones et al. developed [11] , and later improved [12] , their dynamic routing balancing technique that balances communication traffic in IB networks utilizing load-controlled multi-path expansion. Another interesting work from Ding et al. [13] proposes a level-wise scheduling algorithm for the fat-tree networks. The algorithm utilizes global routing information to select an upward port at a switch to avoid congestion and relies on adaptive routing techniques. Adaptive routing, although promising higher degree of network utilization and load balancing, increases routing overhead, and may introduce out-of-order packet deliveries, as well as degraded performance for window-based protocols [14] . Other load balancing techniques using traffic-oblivious routing [15] are optimized assuming all-to-all communication. When nodes exhibit distinct data communication patterns, however, optimizing all-to-all communication results in suboptimal routing. In deterministic IB routing, a Local Identifier (LID) masking scheme could be used to associate multiple LIDs to the same physical port to exploit the path diversity that fat-trees offer [16] , [17] . Some of these solutions use LID masking or virtual channels to eliminate hot-spots in the communication [18] - [20] . Again, such schemes are oblivious of the nodes' actual traffic characteristics in the network and hence cannot guarantee that the traffic load is balanced on the links across the network fabric.
In this paper we propose wFatTree, a novel and efficient weighted fat-tree routing algorithm that improves actual loadbalancing in the network. The algorithm exploits known or learned node traffic characteristics and generates efficient routing tables to evenly balance load across the links in the network. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section the IB architecture and routing is discussed. Section III introduces fat-tree topologies and explains the fattree routing algorithm in detail. We introduce our proposed wFatTree algorithm in Section IV, following a comprehensive evaluation of the algorithm in Section V. In Section VI, we conclude and mention some future research directions.
II. INFINIBAND
IB is an open standard lossless network technology developed by the InfiniBand Trade Association 2 . The technology defines a serial point-to-point full-duplex interconnect that offers high throughput and low latency communication, geared particularly towards HPC applications and data centers [2] .
An IB network consists of one or more subnets interconnected using routers. Within a subnet, hosts are connected using switches and point-to-point links. There is one master management entity, the subnet manager (SM) -residing on any designated subnet device -that configures, activates, and maintains the IB subnet. Through the subnet management interface, the SM exchanges control packets, called subnet management packets (SMPs), with the subnet management agents (SMAs) that resides on every IB device. Using SMPs, the SM is able to discover the fabric, configure end nodes and switches, and receive notifications from SMAs. The SM also performs periodic light sweeps of the subnet to detect any topology changes and reconfigure the network accordingly. More details about the subnet discovery mechanism can be found in [21] and [22] .
The routing within an IB subnet is based on the LFTs stored in the switches. The LFTs are calculated by the SM according to the routing algorithm in use. The current OpenSM implementation offers serveral routing algorithms including LASH [23] , the Fat-tree routing algorithm [8] , and DFSSSP [24] . In a subnet, each port on an end node and all switches are addressed using LIDs. Each entry in an LFT consists of a destination LID (DLID) and an output port.
Only one entry per LID in the table is supported. Figure 1 shows routing in an IB network. When a packet arrives at a switch, its output port is determined by looking up the DLID in its forwarding table. The routing is deterministic as packets always take the same path in the network between a given source-destination pair.
III. FAT-TREE TOPOLOGIES AND ROUTING
The fat-tree is a scalable class of general-purpose network topologies [3] . The initial idea behind fat-trees was to arrange the network topology as a layered multi-rooted tree structure of switches with end nodes residing at the leaf switches. By the use of increasingly fatter links towards the roots of the fat-tree, full bisection-bandwidth is maintained and congestion is potentially avoided. Different variations of fattrees are later presented in the literature, including k-aryn-trees [4] , Extended Generalized Fat-Trees (XGFTs) [5] , Parallel Ports Generalized Fat-Trees (PGFTs) and Real Life Fat-Trees (RLFTs) [9] , [25] . The fat-tree routing algorithm supports various fat-tree topologies, including k-ary-n-trees and RLFTs.
A. The Fat-tree Routing Algorithm
The fat-tree routing algorithm [8] , [9] aims to generate LFTs that evenly spread shortest-path routes across the links in the network fabric. The algorithm (hereinafter referred to as FTree) traverses the fabric in the indexing order and assigns target LIDs of the end nodes, and thus the corresponding routes, to each switch port. For the end nodes connected to the same leaf switch, the indexing order depends on the switch port to which the end node is connected (port numbering sequence). For each port, the algorithm maintains a port usage counter and uses it to select the least-used port each time a route is added (if more than one option is available). If there are multiple ports connecting the same two switches, the ports form a port group. In that case, the least-used port of all the available port groups is selected to add a new route.
The port assignment to the LIDs is performed recursively in two stages, starting at the leaf switches: in the first stage, the algorithm traverses from each end node up towards a tree root, allocating the down-going port to the LID. After the downgoing ports are set, the algorithm assigns upward ports to the LID on all the connected downward switches by descending There are two main disadvantages of the routing approach taken by the FTree:
1) Oblivious load-balancing:
The load-balancing technique used by FTree seeks to balance the load across the links in the topology without taking any of the nodes' traffic characteristics into account. In other words, it assumes the same weight for all the nodes in the network. However, in enterprise HPC clusters, some nodes have preassigned roles that determine their traffic profiles. For example, storage nodes or I/O gateways are likely to consume more traffic than other nodes. Hence, route towards them are more likely to be congested and need priority balancing in the network. Moreover, if no prior information about the nodes' traffic characteristics is available, it could also be determined by traffic profiling as described in Section IV-C. If routing is done obliviously, without any traffic considerations, it may result in sub-optimal network throughput as some links are oversubscribed while alternative links are underutilized.
2) Non-predictable performance: Recall that FTree traverses the fat-tree and assigns routes to links according to the indexing order. The indexing order, however, is not configurable and depends on the port numbers of the leaf switches where end nodes are connected. This implies that fat-tree systems cabled in the same way may exhibit different and non-predictable performance. For example, in a two level fattree, if two end nodes at different leaf switches share the same index position, traffic towards these two nodes will be routed through the same root switch. As a result, all traffic headed for these two nodes, but originating from end nodes at other leaf switches, will compete for access to a common set of upward links connected to a single root switch, even though several less loaded paths through alternative root switches may exist.
To further elaborate on the issue above, consider a 4-ary-2-tree routed by FTree as shown in Figure 2 (a). The colored nodes (1,6,10, and 13) are receiver nodes, and known to receive a large fraction of the network traffic. Each of the leaf switches is connected to four root switches. Assuming that the nodes are in indexing order from left to right, the nodes 1 and 13, and the nodes 6 and 10, have the same index positions in their corresponding leaf switches (index 1 and 2, respectively). Consequently, FTree will route traffic towards these four end nodes using only the two leftmost root switches. The result is four potentially oversubscribed links in the upward direction, shown as red links in Figure 2 (a), with colored arrows indicating routes towards the correspondingly colored receiver nodes. The labels Up(a,b) in the figure indicates that upward flows towards the receiver nodes a and b will compete for bandwidth on the links. For instance, even though there are enough links available in the topology to avoid interference between traffic flows headed towards the receiver nodes 6 and 10, FTree will still make the two independent flows 2 ⇒ 6 and 3 ⇒ 10 share the upward link from the leftmost leaf switch. On the contrary, in Figure 2 (b) the same interference is avoided as node characteristics, e.g. information about receiver nodes, are taken into account when doing the route calculations. We'll revisit Figure 2 (b) when introducing wFatTree routing in Section IV. a) Index Collision probability for k-ary-n-trees: As discussed above, the performance of FTree might degrade if receiver nodes in the network share index positions at their leaf switches. Hence, to study the probability of such index collisions is important to assess the weakness of FTree when it comes to load-balancing.
A k-ary-n-tree, as formally defined by Petrini and Vanneschi [4] , is an n level tree with k n end nodes and n×k n−1 switches, each with 2k ports. We assume a fully populated tree with end nodes at level l = n. If there are y nodes with higher proportion of traffic reception in the network, called receiver nodes, among k end nodes at each leaf switch, the probability that a receiver node is found at any index position i at a leaf switch is given by:
Now, as the fat-tree has N = k n−1 leaf switches, we use the binomial distribution to find the probability of receiver nodes sharing the same index position at their corresponding switches. The probability to find exactly r receiver nodes at any index position i, with a probability of p i for each leaf switch, is given by Bernoulli trial, as shown in equation 2.
To calculate the probability of getting at least x index collisions at position i, we sum all the corresponding probabilities as shown in equation 3. Notice that, for a fat-tree with R connected end nodes at each leaf switch, an index collision at any of the R positions, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., R}, will result in increased network contention. We use a 2-level 648-node fat-tree (discussed in more detail in Section V and shown in Figure 7 ) with 18 root switches and 36 leaf switches to analyze the probability of index collision at each root switch. All leaf switches have one or two receiver nodes connected at random positions. The results are shown in Figure 3 . We see that, although enough down-going ports at root switches are available to route one receiver node per switch without contention (the red graph), still there is about 60% probability that the index of at least two receiver nodes will collide at each root switch. Furthermore, when each leaf switch is equipped with two receiver nodes (the blue graph), the probability of index collision increases to 92%.
In order to tackle the issues discussed in 1), 2), and a) above, we propose the weighted fat-tree routing algorithm, wFatTree.
IV. THE WEIGHTED FAT-TREE ROUTING ALGORITHM
In our proposed weighted fat-tree routing algorithm, wFatTree, each end node is assigned a new parameter, receive weight, used to take known or learned traffic characteristics into account when calculating routes. The value of the receive weight parameter reflects the degree of the priority the flows towards a node receive when calculating routing tables. For example, a possible configuration could be to assign weights to the nodes in the range [1, 100] depending on how much traffic a node is known to receive in the network. Such an scheme could assign receive weight = 1 for the nodes that receives very little traffic (primarily traffic generators), and receive weight = 100 for the nodes receiving traffic near the link capacity. The values in between, 1 < x < 100, will then reflect the proportion of the traffic a node receives in the network. Another possible implementation could assign receive weight = 500 for the most critical nodes to prioritize the traffic flowing towards them, leaving all other nodes with receive weight = 1.
The wFatTree routing algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1, works recursively in three phases. Note that all routes are calculated backwards, starting at the destination nodes. In the first phase, the end nodes at each leaf switch are sorted according to decreasing receive weights (line 3). In the second phase, wFatTree traverses up the tree from each end node (the destination of a route), allocating the down-going port for the current node at the selected switch in the next level (ROUTEDOWNGOINGBYASC, line 6). When a down-going 21: p ← GETLEASTLOADEDPORT(g) 22: rSwitch ← p.Switch 23: rSwitch.LF T [c.LID] ← p 24: p.U p += c.rcv weight 25: ROUTEUPGOINGBYDESC(rSwitch, c) 26: end for 27: end procedure port is selected, the algorithm increases an accumulated downward weight for the corresponding port by the receive weight of the end node (line 14), thus marking that a new weighted route has been added to the corresponding port. After a downgoing port is set, in the third phase, the algorithm assigns upward ports for routes towards the end node (and updates the corresponding upward weights for the ports) on all the connected downward switches by descending down the tree (ROUTEUPGOINGBYDESC). The process is then repeated by moving up to the next level in the tree (line 16).
Algorithm 2 shows how wFatTree selects the least-loaded port for each route calculation. The selection criteria is firstly based on the downward weight. If two ports have equal downward weights, the port with the least upward weight is selected. Also, if both the downward and upward weights are the same, the algorithm selects the port with the smallest GUID to keep the process deterministic.
The wFatTree extends and improves the original FTree algorithm in three important ways:
(i) Unlike FTree, which is based on the indexing of the nodes in the network, for each leaf switch, wFatTree routes nodes in the order of decreasing receive weights. Hence, nodes that are likely to receive more traffic in the network are routed first. (ii) When a downward port at a switch is assigned to an end node, wFatTree updates an upward weight on the other local links associated with the node. This is important as these links potentially carry traffic towards that node. (iii) When selecting the least-used downward port, after checking the downward weight, wFatTree also checks the upward weight assigned for selecting the leastcontested port. This potentially improves load-balancing as the original FTree only checks the number of links routed in the downward direction. If those are the same, it goes in the order of indexing. Figure 2(b) shows the fat-tree from Figure 2 (a), now routed by wFatTree. As wFatTree considers the receive weights of the end nodes when calculating routes, the routes towards the receiver nodes 1, 6, 10, and 13, routes indicated by the correspondingly colored arrows, are better distributed onto the available links in the network. That is, the performance of the network is potentially improved over a network making use of FTree.
A. Discussion
When a downward port at a switch is selected for a route towards an end node, all the incoming traffic to the switch headed for the end node will be routed through the selected port. In particular, if all links are full-duplex, all other upward links connected to the switch are potentially carrying traffic, headed for the end node in question, in the upward direction. After setting the downward weight of the selected port, wFatTree marks all the available upward links with the receive weight of the node routed. If multiple downward ports having the same downward load are available when selecting the next downward port for a route, the port with the least upward weight is selected. To base the selection on both downward weight and upward weight ensures that the links in a network are always balanced according to the Figure 4 elaborates the wFatTree balancing mechanism. The nodes A and B both have the same indexing position at their corresponding leaf switches and receive weight = 100. Figure 4(b) shows that, when calculating routes towards A, two upstream ports (links L1 and L2) with the same downward weights are available on two different root switches. As there is no weight in the upward direction yet, the port on the leftmost root switch is selected, as shown in Figure 4 (c). The Dwn weight of the link L1 is then incremented with the receive weight of A, and so is the Up weight of the incoming links to the selected root switch, in this example link L3. Similarly, when the route towards B is to be calculated, multiple upstream ports with the same downward weights are available (links L3 and L4). However, as the upward weight for link L4 is smaller than that of L3, L4 is selected, as shown in Figure 4 (e). The final routing, after all the link weights are updated, is shown in Figure 4 (f). Note that the routes towards A and B are well balanced, utilizing the available links in the topology, even though the two receiver nodes share the same indexing position at the leaf switches.
B. Implementation
The wFatTree algorithm has been implemented in OpenSM 3.3.16, using the FTree implementation already present in the same version of OpenSM as a basis. In particular, if no receive weights are configured for the end nodes in the topology, the OpenSM implementation of wFatTree will generate the same routing tables as FTree. On the other hand, if a configuration file containing a mapping of end node GUIDs to receive weights is provided, wFatTree will utilize this information about the known traffic characteristics of the end nodes to enhance the routing, as explained in the preceding sections. 
C. Traffic Profiling and Network Reconfiguration
When no administrative information about the nodes is available, receive weights can also be calculated using a simple port data counter based scheme. Once a new set of weights have been acquired from the data counters, the network can be reconfigured with the optimized routing tables. To avoid the reconfiguration cost, new routing table calculation can be postponed until it is induced by an external factor like a topology change.
V. EVALUATION
To evaluate the wFatTree routing algorithm, we ran experiments on a small real-world cluster as well as large-scale simulations. To simulate fat-tree networks, we use an extended IB flit-level simulation model [26] , originally contributed by Mellanox Technologies [27] . The model is implemented using the OMNeT++ network simulation framework [28] The OMNeT++ simulations are based on the routing tables generated by the OpenSM for both the original fat-tree routing algorithm and wFatTree. Furthermore, we use OFED ibsim to emulate physical fat-tree topologies.
A. Execution time
Average algorithm execution times for different fat-tree topologies are shown in Table I . These experiments were run 10 times for each topology on a Ubuntu 13.04 (Intel Core i7 CPU at 2.40GHz). We note the time required for routing once the fabric has been fully discovered. All configurations assume 5 percent randomly assigned receiver nodes. We see a very small increase in the algorithm execution time of the fat-tree routing by our implementation even for very large topologies. Most of the increased execution time is attributed to the sorting of the end nodes at the leaf switch according to the order of decreasing receive weights. For up to 512 nodes, a maximum penalty of around 3ms is observed.
B. Laboratory Experiments: A small 5-node cluster
To demonstrate the basic effectiveness of wFatTree routing, we setup a small cluster with five nodes and four switches, as shown in Figure 5 . We use Sun DCS 36 QDR IB switches and end nodes equipped with Mellanox ConnectX3 VPI cards. Leaf switch L1 is connected to the two traffic generator nodes A and B, while leaf switch L2 is connected to the nodes C, D, and E. Nodes C and E are going to act as heavy receivers. We use OFED's IB performance testing utility, perftest v2.0, to test the configurations. The perftest servers are run on node C and E and their clients are run on node A and B, respectively. Both leaf switches are connected to two root switches R1 and R2. Hence, two alternative paths x and y are available to reach from L1 to L2 as shown in the figure.
Using FTree as implemented in OpenSM, where links are assigned in the order of indexing, Switch L1 will route traffic towards C and E onto path x, thus performing poor loadbalancing as path y is not utilized (the route towards the silent node D is the only route assigned to the links in this path). Using wFatTree, however, due to weight considerations when calculating routes, L1 will assign routes towards C and E onto paths x and y, respectively. We observe a 100% increase in the total network throughput by using wFatTree, as the receiver nodes no longer share the same links between L1 and L2. The observed bandwidths and messaging rates for receiver nodes are shown in Table II .
C. Simulations
In each of the following simulations, some of the nodes are marked as receiver nodes with receive weight = 100. All the other nodes are called generator nodes with receive weight = 1. Each of the generator nodes sends a fixed percentage of its generated traffic to a randomly chosen designated receiver node. The rest of the traffic is sent uniformly in the network. We call the percentage sent to the receiver, the hotspot percentage. Each generator node pushes as much traffic as it can in the network.
1) A 16-node 4-ary-2-tree:
To test wFatTree in a rather small cluster, we revisit the fat-tree shown in Figure 2 . We randomly choose both the number of switches having receiver nodes and the number of receiver nodes per switch. Each simulation is performed 10 times to average the selection impact of the receiver nodes and their positions in the network. As shown in Figure 6 , in the best-case, we see an improvement of about 60% in the total network throughput as the hotspot percentage reaches 1. The average cases, though not very likely as a system administrator would not randomly distribute nodes with distinct traffic characteristics (e.g. file servers) in the network, show that performance gains are expected even when the receiver node selections are totally random. As show in the figure, we see a 5% performance gain on average in the randomized 4-ary-2-tree.
2) A 648-node 36-port switch cluster: For the large scale simulations, we use a 648 node fat-tree cluster with 54 switches, as shown in the Figure 7 . This fat-tree has 18 root switches and 36 leaf switches. We assume a fully populated tree with each leaf switch connected to 18 end nodes.
a) Best-case: The best-case results reflect the improvements achieved by wFatTree over a FTree implementation with the most index collisions, as explained in Section 3. We performed selected simulations where 18, 27, and all 36 switches are populated with receiver nodes. For each case, the number of receiver nodes per switch is varied from 1 to 5. As Figure 8 shows, the total gain expected from wFatTree depends on both the number of receiver nodes in the network and their assignment to the switches. We see a gain of up to 26% when we have 18 switches with receiver nodes, which increases to 40% and 60% for 27 and 36 switches, as shown in Figure 8 (a), 8(b) , and 8(c), respectively. Understandably, when we have more receiver nodes per switch, the gain achieved by wFatTree decreases as more switch-local contention is then possible in the network. Also, as all the senders may potentially send traffic to all the receivers in the network, the resulting level of contention is likely to be higher than in a real-world system. b) Average improvement: The improvement in total network throughput offered by wFatTree over FTree depends on the indexing order of the nodes used by the FTree. If by chance indexing is good for FTree, we'll see little improvements. However, substantial improvements are expected in the worstcase scenario for the FTree routing, as wFatTree will still balance links according to the receive weights assigned to the nodes. Hence quite a lot of simulations need to be run with different receiver node allocations to quantify the improvements. For smaller networks, it could be an option to perform simulations for all possible permutations. However, for a large network, like a 648-node cluster, we can only perform a limited number of simulations. To cater this challenge, we wrote a script that analyses generated routing tables and infers what improvements wFatTree potentially offers over the FTree.
We generate routing tables for both FTree and wFatTree with different numbers of receive nodes and different random placement of these nodes in the network. More specifically, we performed multiple experiments, with random receive node allocations, for each of the following cases for our 648-node fat-tree: x leaf switches with n receiver nodes where Fig. 7 : A 648-node 2-level 36-port switches fat-tree cluster.
x ∈ {18, 19, ..., 36} and n ∈ {1, 2}. We define that a link is said to be contended if routes towards more than one receiver node is passed through it in one direction. If c receiver node flows share a link, we set contention on the link as c-1. Total contention in the network is defined as the sum of the contention at all links. In total, results show potentially very good improvements and better traffic distribution in the network. Figure 8(d) shows the sum of the contentions on all links in the network. We see that wFatTree outperforms FTree significantly in reducing the total contention, particularly for smaller number of receivers. E.g. for 25 receiver nodes the reduction is 90%. As the number of receivers in the network increases, the switch local contention, as discussed previously, reduces the gain achieved by wFatTree. Still, wFatTree outperforms FTree overall.
Figure 8(e) shows contention at the most contended link. For FTree, the most contended link depends on the arrangement of the nodes at the leaf switches. We observe that contention at the most contended links is highly unpredictable for FTree and reaches up to 9 in some cases. As wFatTree better balances actual load on the links, the contention at the most contested link will remain linearly balanced throughout the network. For instance, as we have 18 root switches in this fat-tree, for 18 receiver nodes, there is no contention.
Finally, Figure 8 (f) shows the number of links which are contended. Here, we see that, as wFatTree distributes contention in the network, more contended links are possible, however with less contention on each link. Thus, the load on the links are more evenly distributed and congestion is less likely to occur.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose wFatTree, a novel fat-tree routing algorithm that considers node traffic characteristics to balance load across the links in the topology more evenly with predictable network performance. Our simulations and experiments, based on our wFatTree implementation in OFED's subnet manager OpenSM, show up to 60% improvement in total network throughput over the original fat-tree routing algorithm for large fat-trees. In the future, we plan to extend this work by exploiting information about communication groups in the network to balance load on the intermediate links more efficiently. 
